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Housing plans to be reviewed
by John Donnelly
Chances are good that all incoming UMO
freshmen will be housed on campus and
some upperclassmen will be relocated next
year, said Thomas D. Aceto, vice president
of Student Affairs, Monday.
A report by the Select Committee on
Student Housing, submitted to Aceto,
made these recommendations.
"It seems to represent the most
equitable and fair solution to the (housing)
problem," Aceto said.
However, Aceto said one more hearing
will be set with the Student Affairs
Advisory Committee before his recom-
mendation will be made to President
Howard R. Neville.
Neville will then make a final decision
before Christmas break.
Over the past few years, about 300
freshmen have lived at BCC because of the
overcrowding situation on campus.
Next fall, however, the addition of 208
beds from the apartments behind York
Hall, which are under construction,
coupled with an increasing number of
UMO students wanting to stay at BCC,
alleviates the housing situation and opens
enough spaces for all incoming freshmen,
Aceto said.
"This is all assuming students will move
into apartments," Aceto said. He added
that freshmen would not be admitted for
housing in the apartments because of an
Services, inflation
raise dorm rates
by Dan Warren
The room and board bill for UMO students has risen 71 percent since the1971-72 school year as part of a New England-wide trend that has seeninflation and increased student services take more out of student wallets.Of the nine colleges and universities recently surveyed by the Maine
Campus, all reported room and board increases of at least 28 percent duringthat seven-year span. University of Rhode Island students experienced thebiggest increase, 73 percent. while a Bates College. Lewiston, spokesman
said it only costs that school 28 percent more to feed and house its studentstoday than it did seven years ago.
see page two for other schools surveyed
H. Ross Moriarty, director of Residential Life at UMO, said the largeincrease at UMO was due mostly to inflation. But statistics from other
schools show smaller increases, indicating perhaps that expanded student
programming and a bigger bureaucracy have added to the 71 percent rise.
A UMO employee who worked in Residential Life in 1965 said the
department was "a lot smaller" and "simpler" then, but that the students
still were served "damn well" for a much lower cost.
The Campus chose 1971-72 as the comparison year. as that's the furthest
back most schools' housing or business records go.
In that year, UMO students paid $995 a year to live in a dormitory and eat
21 meals a week. This year, the cost is $1,705, a jump of 71 percent.
Moriarity said UMO's 71 percent increase is a result of inflation and the
additon of the Cutler Health Center food operation and management of
Bangor Community College's student union building to his department's
duties.
"Inflation has hit everybody," said Moriarty, who started at Residential
Life in 1970. "It's increased our heating and food costs. It's increased the
price of services and salaries, too. President Carter said the other day thatinflation since 1967 has been 100 percent. That's shown here."
Moriarty's figures estimated inflation at about 9 percent a year since1971, but economists have put the figure closer to 7 percent.
Thomas Cole, manager of the UMO Bookstore and a 1965 UMO graduate,
said inflation "probably didn't" account for the total rise in the student
room and board bills. Cole. a member of the Residential Life dormitory staffduring his college days, said "a bigger bureaucracy" and "expansion
everywhere" have caused the rise.
"I was the head counselor (now called resident director) in Chadbourne(Hall) my senior year." Cole said, "and I remember when Residential j,ife
was smaller and the bureaucracy was less. That was the old system, and it
worked damn well. The bureaucracy and the number of administrators was
less, and things were a helluva lot simpler. (Cole acknowledged that he
wasn't "directly involved" with the department now but that he had talked
to people who were.).
"(00 course, the services we offered to students then were probably less,
too. butt thought we did okay by the students. We had just three people to
report to then. We didn't have five or six people between you and the head
of the department.
"I always thought we had a pretty low drop out rate," Cole continued.
"We kept the students happy. But today they offer all kinds of
programming, but it's expensive. It costs time and money."
!continued to page 21
"adjustment" factor.
About 600 spaces campuswide should be
available, Aceto said, which would house
1,800 freshmen.
The spaces, according to the report,
would be housed in an equal percentage in
all the dorms except Estabrooke, Colvin,
the Cabins and Hannibal Hamlin/Oak.
While the recommendations would keep
upperclassmen in doubles, it would force
some to move to a new dorm.
Aceto estimated that 300 to 400
upperclassmen would be relocated under
the proposal.
"Rooms best suited for triples well be
for freshmen—for example, a corner
room," Aceto said.
"This may cause some problems," he
Craftsmen
•••••
admitted, referring to the relocation of
upperclassmen. Aceto added upper-
classmen won't have their room assign-
ments until May or June.
The report, which is based on previous
recommendations made by a Residential
Life committee, included campus housing
for these students:
—Full time Orono students presently
living in Orono or Bangor residence halls
—BCC students living in Bangor who are
transferring from a two-year to a four-year
program.
—Resident students away for special
programs
—ALL foreign students
!continued to page 21
A candle maker prepares her exhibit for the well
attended Arts and Crafts Fair, held this weekend at the
Memorial Union. It was estimated more than 2.000
people attended the event (photo by Bill Mason).
UMO ranked high
in 1977 college crime
by Dan Warren
UMO had more burglaries, thefts and
aggravated assaults than most colleges and
universities of similar size across the U.S.
according to a recently released federal
crime report.
"Crime In The United States 1977,"
published b, the FBI. shows UMO had six
"violent crimes (all aggravated assaults),"
but no reported rapes, murders or
robberies.
UMO had 490 "property crimes"
reported, the report says, categorized as
burglaries (81). larceny-thefts (399) and
motor vehicle thefts (10). UMO's student
population then was 9,516.
"There were no (reported) rapes here in
1977," Director of Police and Safety
Director Alan Reynolds said recently.
"That might surprise some people. Rumor
has it that there are all kinds of rapes
around here."
UMO's property crimes appear to be
greater than those of other schools of
similar size. The University of New
Hampshire, for instance. with 10,689
students, reported only 380 property
crimes, 110 less than UMO.
The report stresses, however. that
"caution should be exercised in making
any inter-campus comparisons," because
statistics are affected by many things,
among them: characteristics of community
surrounding school (rural vs. urban), ratio
of male to female students, number of
on-campus residents, number of all-male
dorms, size of enrollment and the school's
accessibility to outside visitors.
"We've always had a high rate of
property crime and thefts at UMO." said
Sgt. Michael Zubick. "I'm not sure what it
is. One thing is the opportunity. Kids don't
always lock up their valuables or their
rooms. The opportunity is always there for
vandals. Another thing to consider is that
(continued to page 21
• •
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• 'A lot of changes' in Restdentml Life
[continued from page 11
Al Ross, an employee at the computer center and a
1963 UMO graduate, joked about "the good old days
back then- when he was, in effect, a resident assistant
for two years and a resident director for two.
"I was in Corbett Hall," he said. "I always thought we
. did well (for the students). We ate alright.. Of course.
now they (Residential Life) offer more counseling and
psychiatric help. There have been a lot of changes."
Ross said the increased counseling offered by
Residential Life, through R.A.s, etc., was a reflection of
a society that put more emphasis on mental health than
in 1963. He said Residential Life appeared to have
gotten bigger. but he stressed that it was "difficult to
compare" what students got for their money then and
now.
Two years ago, a General Student Senate committee
reviewing Residential Life protested pay raises for R.A.s
and said they shouldn't get free room and board each
year, the goal that Residential Life had announced then.
The committee said free room and board for R.A.s,
coupled with other staff raises, would cause increases in
student bills. Residential Life, however, said R.A.s
deserved the pay due to the many duties they
performed—academic and social advising and housing
policy enforcement. Moriarty agreed with this.
The committee also argued that the number of R.A.s
could be decreased substantially if Residential Life would
encourage dormitory residents to use the UMO
Counseling Center more. Residential Life argued,
though. tht the closer, live-in counseling was more
effective. Moriarty said he still agrees with this.
The arts and crafts centers instituted by Residential
Life in recent years caught criticism from student
senators last fall. The Hilltop Craft Center came to the
GSS to ask for more funds, since it had already spent its
year's allotment.
Dormitory senators at that time complained that
student room and board money was used to run the
center, which Residential Life allowed all students—
including fraternity and off-campus students—to use.
Residential Life assistant director Vernon C. Else-
more, a member of the department since 1947, defended
the crafts centers, saying they "were supposed to pay for
themselves."
"We try to run them with no deficit, have them break
even," Elsemore said. "It's a service students like and
use... .Overall, I'd say the department is serving students
a lot better now. We're doing more for students than
we've ever done, and, of course, we're spending more
than we have in the past.
"It used to be that we'd be doing well just to buy
uniforms for the students to play basketball in, but now
we offer many activities for students when they're not
studying. We used to have house mothers in the
dormitories, and they'd run the activities. But they
weren't professionals. We think this is all healthy for
students."
Jud Jones. a pewterer. takes time out
Saturday to explain his trade [photo by Bill
Mason].
• Housing report
'continued from page 11
—84 Estabrooke graduate students
Students housed at the Bangor campus
include full time BCC residents and
transfers; new UMO transfers and re-
admits; and off campus, special and
Continuing Education Division students.
The report also recommends Orono
upperclassmen living in residence halls
sign up with other upperclassmen and
relocate when other students withdraw
from dorms.
Elsemore said the increase in the bureaucracy at
Residential Life's Estabrooke Hall office was needed to
supervise the increased systems. He said the overall
expansion in student services was something of which
UMO is proud.
"We definitely have more people in the administration
of Residential Life now," Elsemore said, "but that
allows us to do more things and to do them better. Things
have changed there. We have computers, for instance,
helping make us more efficient.
"We've looked at other schools (of our size), and we
feel we compare quite well with them in terms of the
things we're doing (for students). We offer a wide
variety."
Moriarty acknowledged that students might complain
over an increase in their room and board bills, but he said
they actually aren't unhappy. He said if they were truly
disatisfied with the increase, they wouldn't pay it. He
said they could find other housing, such as fraternities
and off-campus apartments.
"We definitely feel they want the services (that bring
on part of the added expense)." Moriarty said. "They're
not trying to cut costs necessarily. We offer them
low-cost services and alternatives, and they don't really
take advantage of them."
Moriarty listed the University Cabins as an
inexpensive form of housing that students would choose
if they were unhappy over room and board hikes. He also
said very few students apply to live in Colvin Hall, where
expenses are low because students provide many of their
own services, such as cleaning and telephone
receptionists.
"They don't want these things," Moriarty said.
Moriarty also cited Residential Life's "special
services" and the money it contributes to the
University's operating budget as things that keep up
costs.
"We've improved our food service," he said. "We've
done some elaborate things for it. We have quality
service, like special dinners in the dining commons (on
occasions such as Homecoming or holidays), and we have
special dinners a couple times a year in the Union or the
Damn Yankee."
He alscnotedthat Residential Life contributes 2 percent
of its annual gross revenue to the UMO general
operating fund. Last year, the amount was about
$184,000, he said, but this year it will be only about
$89,000, due to Residential Life's overspending its
budget last year by more than $400,000.
John M. Blake, vice president for finance and
administration at UMO, said Residential Life kicks in to
help defray the unexpected cost of an increased
University lighting, heating or telephone bill, "all
services that dormitory students indirectly contribute
to."
Residential Life's overspending has resulted in
decreased services for dormitory residents this year. A
decrease in the number of phones available to Hilltop
students and a new damage policy that disallows
maintenance after exhaustion of the repair budget are
two effects.
Other schools surveyed
University of New Hampshire, $1,480 this year (19
meals), compared to $1,110 for 1971-72(20 meals), for
an increase of 33 percent. However, it is "closer to a
34 or 35 percent increase," said a UNH spokesman,
because fewer meals are being offered now.
University of Massachusetts, $1,720 this year (19
Jneals), compared to $1,233 in 1971-72 (15 meals), for
an increase of 47 percent. The increase "is actually
closer to about 42 percent." a UMass spokesman
said, "because we offer (four) more meals now, in
1978, so they (students) are getting more for that
money."
University of Rhode Island, $1,908 this year (21
meals), compared to $1,110 (21meals in 1971-72, for a
73 percent increase. A spokesman said inflation plus
"added health services" at the school's medical
center were factors in . the increase.
University of Connecticut, $1,468 this year,
compared to $940 for 1971-72. fair a 56 percent
increase.
University of Vermont, $1,734 this year (includes a
"campuswide" meal system of eating in cafeterias or
the school's snack bar), compared to "about $1,200"
in 1971-72 (different meal plan), said a UVM
spokeswoman, for "roughly a 44 (45) percent"
increase.
Bowdoin College, Brunswick, $1,880 this year (21
meals), compared to $1,300 (21 meals) in 1971-72, for
a 44 percent increase.
Colby College. Waterville, $1,670 this year (21
meals), compared to $1,150 in 1971-72 (21 meals), for
a 45 percent increase. A school spokesman said,
"We're hit by inflation, just like everybody else. We
can't do all the things we want (in student services
and activities programming).
Bates College, Lewiston, $1,475 this year (21
meals),compared to $1,150 in 1971-72, for a 28 percent
increase, the lowest of those surveyed.
•M=116.
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'continued from page 1]
fear of apprehension or punishment."
He estimated that 90 to 95 percent of the
itmes stolen were left unlocked.
Zubick said the leniency of a court
system could encourage crime. He also
said UMO is a "big campus," which makes
it difficult for police or security officers to
witness crime.
Zubick said he urges students to come to
the UMO police and have serial numbers
inscribed in their valuables with the
department's engraving tool. He said this
makes it easier to track down the owner
when stolen goods are recovered.
Regarding violent crimes, Zubick said
UMO "has never had many." He defined
aggravated assault a "doing serious
bodily harm" or showing "extreme
indifference for human life."
UMO Detective Terry Burgess could not
give a description of the six aggravated
assaults that the FBI says occurred.
"I don't know what they are," Burgess
said. "Their classification system is
different than ours. What they consider an
aggravated assault, we might have called
criminal mischief. The labels are different.
1 in not sure which is which."
Burgess did list a Hilltop Complex water
fight involving chemicals as one pos-
sibility, along with a Dingo Boys State
counselor's being assaulted that summer.
Statistics from other schools and their
enrollments:
University of Arkansas, 12,330 students,
two rapes, one robbery, four aggravated
assaults (total seven violent crimes); 98
burglaries, 214 larceny-thefts and five
motor vehicle thefts (total 317 property
crimes).
California State Polytechnic University
at Pomona, 11,338 students, one rape. nine
aggravated assaults (10 violent crimes
total), 56 burglaries, 270 larceny-thefts and
26 motor vehicle thefts (352 property
crimes total).
California State University at Hayward,
9,004 students, two murders or non-negli-
gent manslaughters, one robbery, one
aggravated assault (four violent crimes
total), four burglaries. 307 larceny-thefts,
two motor vehicle thefts (313 property
crimes total).
University of California at Irvine. 8,635
students, two aggravated assaults (two
violent crimes total), 14 burglaries, 241
larceny-thefts. eight motor vehicle thefts
(263 property crimes total).
University of New Hampshire. 10,689
students, one rape. 13 aggravated assaults
(14 violent crimes total), 34 burglaries, 338
larceny-thefts, eight motor vehicle thefts
(380 property crimes total).
State University of New York at Buffalo.
9,634 students, one robbery, two aggravat-
ed assaults (three violent crimes total). 54
burglaries, 285 larceny-thefts, seven motor
vehicle thefts (346 property crimes total).
• Clemson University, South Carolina,
9.818 students, two robberies, one
aggravated assault (three violent crimes
total), 26 burglaries, 164 larceny-thefts.
five motor vehicle thefts (195 property
crimes total).
Western Kentucky University, 10,539
students, four aggravated assaults (four
violent crimes total), seven burglaries, 356
larceny-thefts, three motor vehicle thefts
(366 property crimes total).
William Paterson College, New Jersey,
9.710 students, one rape, three aggravated
assaults (four violent crimes total). 25
burglaries, 173 larceny-thefts, one motor
vehicle theft (199 property crimes total).
New Mexico State University, 10,262
students, one robbery, four aggravated
assaults (five violent crimes total), 15
burglaries. 304 larceny
-thefts. 12 motor
vehicle thefts (331 property crimes total).
Actor to perform
Actor Gary Merrill. who starred
with Betty Davis in the film "All
About Eve." will recite poetry
selections Thursday at 3:30 p.m. in
the Bangor Room of the Memorial
Union.
Merrill's performance will include
poetry by Robert Frost, e.e. cum-
tnings, Carl Sandburg and Lord
Buckley. He was invited to UMO by
the speech department.
L
In the 1950s. Merrill starred in
"Twelve O'clock High" and ap-
peared in the original production and
tour of "The World of Carl Sand-
burg," according to Rich Willing,
the student who asked Merrill to
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Music department director receives criticism
by Doug Bailey
The School of Performing Arts is having
"growing pains." The changes that have
been made within the school since Murray
North became director last year have some
members of the school heavily criticizing
Murray North
Ncrth, while others insist he is the ideal
administrator.
Last July, seven tenured professors sent
a letter to President Howard R. Neville
asking that North be removed from his
position as chairman of the music
department, a position he holds along with
being director of the school.
Neville refused to act on the request and
said North had his "full support in his
efforts in behalf of the School of
Performing Arts."
Rumors and inuendos persist concerning
North and his relationship with the faculty,
but most observers agree the problems
within the school are no different than any
other inter-department disagreements.
The adjectives used to describe North by
his critics focus more on the man than his
deeds. One faculty member said, "I think
he has done a good job. his style could be
more supportive, perhaps he lacks tact in
dealing with the faculty."
North views the criticism as part of the
territory.
"I am what I am," he said. "We are
changing, and sometimes change is an
uncomfortable thing. I do the best I can,
and I don't want to maintain the status
quo. That's why I was hired.
"I don't relish the criticism, but it is part
of the job. I try to minimize it, and don't
knowingly try to produce differences of
opinion. But disagreement is not a bad
thing; not a loathsome thing, it is part of
the process of striving for excellence."
During that "thrust for excellence," a
new $13,000 grand piano was purchased
Residents resist Gannett,
Andro lifestyle changes
The move to change Androscoggin and
Gannett Halls, both single sex dorms, to
coed facilities was met with resistance and
defeated by residents of those dormitories
last week, said the Stewart Complel
coordinator.
Denise Alleyne said results from a
survey distributed to residents on the
proposed lifestyle change were not posi-
tive.
Stewart Complex consists of Andro-
scoggin. Gannett and Cumberland Halls.
The questionnaire, which was proposed
by Geraldine Geary. an Androscoggin
resident assistant, was returned by about
one-third of the two dorms' residents.
Androscoggin reported only 36.5 percent
in favor of the change, while Gannet had
44.5 percent approving. Geary said.
"Many people became offended and
bent out of shape. But it didn't hurt
anybody." Geary said. She said the two
dorms will become coed "eventually."
however.
Reasons against the proposal were
similar, Geary said. "If we wanted to live
in a coed dorm, we would have signed up
for one," was the most common reply,
Geary said.
Mb.
. Answers from Gannett questionnaires
included, "We like to raise hell." and "I'm
not putting girls down, but I like having all
guys in a dorm."
for use in Hauck Auditorium.
The dance program enrollment has
experienced unprecedented increases,
from about 30 to 200 in a little over a year.
A S50,000 project was accepted by the
trustees last week to renovate the stock
pavillion to a theater-in-the-round.
An extra $50,000 has been raised for the
performing arts school.
A new system has been instated to give
faculty more involvement in the decision-
making process.
And North has brought in nationally-
known consultants to evaluate the pro-
grams.
North assesses these changes positively.
"We have moved with some rapidity in
some areas, but we still have a great deal
of ground to cover," he said.
"My concern is for the students. We
want to insure, when they leave here, that
they will meet the existing standards.
Maine is deserving of these changes, there
are talented students here.
"I am committed to my goals. Admit-
tedly my patience is limited, and people
will always disagree with my methods, but
that's the way it is."
Don't wait until car problems
catch up with you. Head down to
DAYS USED CAR SALES
on Hammond St.
And drke off in something that
will gks you heck you're
self respect.
OPENING WED.Tin
'"6 Rock
DisceSounds of 
OPEN
TUES.-SUN.
8-1
DISCO this
Tues. Night
11U51-1
448 Wilson ST.
ilextto the STABLE inn, Brewer 
Classifieds
Wanted Experienced Alpine ski coach for kids
racing team at Hermon Mountain Races
primarily on Saturday but occasionally Sunday
Benefits include season ticket, $20 per day and
expenses on trips. Send resume to Barry Mills,
Blue Hill, Maine 04814 or call 3742846 or
374-2256
Unity College is seeking qualified faculty and
graduate students with teaching experience to
staff Its summer Institute program for 1979.
Expertise in traditional curricular as far as
Innovat,ve programs is desired. For further info
call or write Dr. Colburn L Currier. Box 307,
Unity College, Unity, Maine 04988 948-3131
ext 220
$100 REWARD for information leading to the
arrest and conviction of person(s) stealing
Mettler Balance model 7400653 from Riot 221
Aubert between the hours of 12 noon and 4
p.m. on Wednesday Oct. 25. 1978. Contact Tim
Ames or Robert Dunlap In Aubert Hall or UMO
Dept of Police and Safety
MUSIC-Hire UMO 2oth Century Music En-
semble for your next campus event Call
581-7656 for Information.
Ski coach-wanted for Jr. Alpine program
Penobscot Valley Ski Club. Contact Robert
Dunlap 868-3504
Getting ready for Ch. Amass? Let Avon snow
you how Contact Jeane in 131 Andro
581-7609
"Subscribe to the Natio.lal Socialist Party's
newspaper "While Power .'' For free copy write
Box G-12 Rfd 02 East Holden. Maine 04429 or
call collect 843-6769. Next party meeting in
Maine Dec. 13th Following meeting to be held
on the first Wednesday of each month.
Sale Sale Sale Sale Sale Sale Sale
4.
1 RECORD WAREHOUSE rfm
66 Main St., Bangor
fIr 50% OFF SALE t
:A (list price) es"'
-4-------1 ON ALL ALBUMS.   
,,,,\,-- going out of business) C
, ...•- -.....- 25% off oll glass
k•-•-•,-- 
 
smoking poraphenalie. cn
..i;Z Bring:A , this coupon Fr 
.
Jigs alus ales
 'vs Expires Dee. 8th alas
q The
ShOW.111Z
SW, 11! ( teats
7100.4.."*ThisSummer
.eil Pyr.••
In the Disney College Workshop
*SINGERS*
*INSTRUMENTALISTS*
You could find yourself performing
on the most famous stage of all
Disnegland./ Waltfflisneg
College Freshmen Sopricnores and Junors are eligible to audition for this 12 week
summer workshop in entertainment Scholarships housing grants and stipends will
Cie awarded those selected Minimum age 18
Sngon: Prepare VOLV Piece of your chasm snesi choreographers mil prow*
lance rcutine--sogers must dance
InilromailOkts Prepare 3-5 moute performance selection ALL APPLICANTS
BRING MUSIC INSTRUMENTS (including doubles) PHOTOS AND RESUMES
FOR ALL INFORMATION REGARDING AUDITIONS CONTACT:
DISNEYLAND
1313 Harbor 8M1
Maher, CA 92803
(714 533-4456 ext 701
WALT DISNEY WORLD
PO Bak 40
Lake Buena Vista FL 32830
13051824 4206 exl 4206
DO NOT CALL AUDITION LOCATION
Les auditions will be nod at me ow% 10CabOrts
tin. 15, 1U A.M. - 6 P.M.
'wslON UAIVFPCITY
i'sr,,nminnwralth Ave.
Rn.t.n, Mass. 02215
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Needs review
When a government organization surrounds
itself with members of the same interest group,
like the fraternity "machine" which operates
UMO's Student Government, observers are
bound to worry about potential power abuse.
Winn Brown's administration, with four of the
top five Student Government positions held by
members of Alpha Tau Omega, is under such a
critical eye.
We do not contend that the Student
Government members have used their shared
power positions unwisely. But we do view such
coziness as a cause for concern. It is a deeper
cause for concern that such coziness was
approved without question by the General
--• Student Senate.
Fair representation and a working system of
checks and balances are lacking.
First, it's unlikely that one group of
people—with basically the same
philosophy—can be representative of something
as diverse as the UMO student body.
This is bound to create a lopsided government.
Vice President Sue Leonard summed the
problem up when she said, "I've had to close
myself off from others in the office. They all
represent one viewpoint." She went on to say
that around the office there's a "fraternity
attitude" which probably scares some people
away from applying for available positions.
From our viewpoint, such fraternal nepotism is
about as representative as if those positions were
all held by the same dormitory wing or
apartment house.
Granted, such participation from a single
organization deserves some credit on its own
right.
But the appointment power of the president
has obviously gone unchecked. One senator
pointed this out last week. If a person selects all
his friends to top positions—whether in need or
by choice—such power must be watched
carefully.
However, Brown's appointments made earlier
this year—such as treasurer, executive assistant,
Concert Committee chairman, etc. —had to be
approved by the senate. And at least one senator
admits that body is "expected" to pass
presidential nominees regardless of whether
they know their background or not.
This is a real danger. If our representatives
aren't keeping any better tabs on who they're
approving for Student Government positions
than that, the basic system of checks and
balances designed for democratic governments
goes out the window. Some may not consider it
that crucial at UMO, but these leaders are the
people spending students' money. That is what
deserves attention.
Every one of the senate members should be
aware of who they're putting in office. If not,
appointments should not be railroaded through.
In defense, Brown says he attracts people of
his "style" and claims that he has the right to
surround himself with people he knows and
trusts. He's right. We understand this desire to
pick people he can work with, but we worry that
he ignores those who might have different
philosophies than him.
For example, last spring a Maine Campus staff
member inquired about the editor's position at
the New Edition, the Student Government
newspaper. The student asked if he would have
the right to editorially criticize Brown's
administration. Brown adamently said "no."
The incident showed a dictatorial
close-mindedness that we're not fond of seeing
in our Student Government president.
Critical newspaper editorials, just like critical
and diversified student senators and aides, are
important in trying to develop a strong,
well-balanced student democracy. Shut one of
these communication lines down, and you lose
ideas and input.
The chumminess among Brown's
appointments, the apparent lack of
watch-dogging by the GSS on Brown's
appointments and the obvious lack of critical
freedom allowed the student-funded New
Edition, are three things that don't encourage
diversity.
Winn Brown should consider these criticisms
and work in the last months of his administration
to rid Student Government of these critical
questions. He got,votes last spring from
dormitory, fraternity and off-campus students.
We hope he's concerned about representing all
of them.
The Maine Campus is a twice-weekly newspaper
Published at the University of Maine at Orono.
Editorial and tininess offices are located in 106
Lord Hall, Orono, Maine , 04473, Tel,
207-581-7531. Advertising and subscription ratee
available on request Printed at the Elltworth
Ellaworih, Maine, 04605
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Letters to
Camp Orono
by Ma and Pa Warren
To Daniel. our son.
Dear son, it's taken us so long to write
back. We've been receiving your letters
from Camp Orono and had wanted to write
sooner, but we've been busy with more
important things, like taking out the
garbage.
Your father and 1 have been thinking
about writing an investigative expose
about you in the campus newspaper. We'd
have a lot of things to tell your friends up
there.
For instance, we could tell them that you
wet your bed until you were 8-years-old
and that we still kept the plastic sheets on
until you were 11. In fact. they'd probably
be interested in knowing that we packed
them for you to take up to school this fall. I
understand you're not using them. though.
That's a big boy. Danny.
We could tell them that you started
talking when you were 2 and a half but
didn't really say anything of importance
until you were 5. And you haven't really
added anything significant since then,
either. but I'm sure they already know
that.
We could tell them whlt a student
activist you've been throughout !iota 20
years. We'd tell them about the petition
you circulated in sixth grade, the one in
which you complained about the school
cafeteria serving the large baked beans
instead of the small ones you liked so
much. That was quite an aggressive
example of citizen democracy in action.
Dan, but then again, you always have been
involved in significant social causes like
that.
Hey, we've gotten those letters you sent
home. You know. the "Dear Mom and
Dad" things, and the talk about Spottie.
etc. (By the way, he really appreciates the
plug. He wants to know if many female
dogs read the paper up there.) We've
gotten a kick out of reading them. Dan.
honest. But, unfortunately they've taken a
lot of time away from our important
reading, like K-Mart flyers and Bill
Hathaway newsletters.
(Your father and I got a kick out of the
shilling you did for Old Gray Bill in that
column a few weeks back. What is it you
like about him, his support for homosexual
rights? Little joke there. son. Tee hee hee.
By the way, he got blown out by 80,000
votes. Lot of good you did.).
That lack of perception and intelligence
didn't surprise us, though. We remember
back in your freshman year of high school
when you flunked that American gov-
ernment exam. Your teacher said. "Dan.
do you know these grades aren't worthy of
college admission?" And you said. "No,
why don't you hum a few bars.' Real cute.
On a more serious note, though, we
talked to the town manager the other day.
He praised you and said you were doing a
lot at Camp Orono to help build our town's
image. I agreed. Up to now, Scarborough
has only been known for Scarborough
Downs and horses. Now, it's known for
horses asses.
Well, son, write soon and otten. it s
getting cold around here. We'll need some
kindling. Spottie wants to know what you
want for Christmas.
Love,
Mom and Dad
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Sensationalizing the issue
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to the
recent criticisms of the "political
machine" within Student Gov-
ernment. Some student senators
have questioned the number of
ATO brothers involved in Student
Government at this time. Yet
every one of those brothers was
either elected by the student body
or approved by the General
Student Senate, the representa-
tive body of the students on this
campus.
It is the senate's responsibility,
as student decision-makers, to
question the prospective candi-
dates nominated by the president
and to establish whether they are
qualified for that respective posi-
tion. Senators have an obligation
to their constituency to make
certain only well-qualified people
obtain offices within Student
Government.
Some have questioned the
productivity and quality of Stu-
dent Government as a result of
the large number of ATO brothers
involved. The following is an
example of what these people
have been doing over the past
semester:
David Groves, Concert Com-
mittee chairman, and his com-
mittee just put on a concert
consisting of Larry Beezer, the
Blend and Pure Prairie League.
UMO's first concert was worth
waiting for—concert-starved stu-
dents were treated to some fine
music and a good time" was the
reaction of the Maine Campus.
Groves and his committee spent
hours arranging and setting up
for this concert, which went over
very well. One does not realize
the difficulty in getting a name
band to Orono to perform when
they can play in Boston, Portland,
or even Augusta for the same or
better money.
This fall's senate elections
were run by the Fair Election
Practices Committee, chaired by
Mark Boynton. The elections
went over without problem, and
the senate started its business in
smooth fashion, thanks to Boyn-
ton and his committee.
Bill Morris is chairing the
Academic Affairs Committee,
which has made progress more
than ever this year. The library in
now open earlier on Sundays. and
the committee is pushing to get it
open even more hours, especially
during finals week. They are also
in the process of putting together
a faculty handbook to help
students select their teachers
each semester.
What about the accomplish-
ments of the administration of
Winn Brown and Susan Leonard?
Student appointments to the
various committees of the admin-
istration were completed very
early in the semester. Leonard
worked hard to get these posi-
tions filled to complete a smooth
transition into thE new academic
year.
Brown and Scott Inglis, vice
president of Financial Affairs.
with the approval of the senate,
have obtained health insurance
for the five full-time employees of
Student Government. It is bene-
fits like this that are necessary to
keep quality staff at Orono.
The student credit union has
been a tremendous success in its
first year of operation. With over
155,000 in assets and 750 mem-
bers, the credit union is well on
its way to a very sucessful future.
Two new programs have been
initiated this semester, both
developed to aid students. An
alternative diversion program has
been instituted, which opens up
the possibility of work projects for
student offenders instead of court
action. Another program, started
this semester, is the sales and
solicitation policy, which protects
students from shady salesmen
"ripping them off."
Student Legal Services has
been relocated to the Memorial
Union for next semester, which
will help to centralize and better
expose this much needed student
program.
Also, Student Government is
working to secure a new ambu-
lance for the University. Only
until one needs this service does
one realize how valuable the
University Volunteer Ambulance
Corps is to this community.
This semester, Student Gov-
ernment has begun publishing a
bimonthly newspaper, the New
Edition. The paper has been very
successful in filling a void that
has existed in reporting develop-
ments in student organizations,
student-oriented activities (for
example, intramural sports) and
meeting community needs with
ideas, such as free classified ads.
With this in mind, the Maine
Campus' reasons for writing such
an article that insinuates abusesof
power and corruption seem with-
out base. They have capitalized
on fraternities' bad reputation at
the outset, without stating any
definite instances where such a
"mafia" has influenced policy.
where was the Maine Campus
during the administrations of
O'Leary and McGovern?
If the appointment process is
the isssue, and it is felt that this
may lead to future problems,
constructive criticism and sug-
gested possible solutions would
bring about policy change much
faster than simply sensational-
izing the issue at hand.
'A trend?'
To the Editor:
In reference to your article
about ATO power, I think that the
power of frat rats (especially
ATO) is minimal.
The quote by President Winn
Brown. "I attracted people to my
own style," has me worried.
Quite frankly, Winn Brown's
style is pretty poor. After dealing
with Brown. I have found him to
be close-minded, and he has poor
judgment in some cases.
How, Mr. Brown, have you
sought other capable people to fill
positions? In the past. Phil
Spalding carried a consistent
communication between Student
Pete Hall
Alpha Tau Omega
Government and the students and
did a great job.
Mr. Brown, you say you see it
as "a trend." Is that supposed to
make it right? I see wars as a
trend, also, but do we enjoy
them?
Why don't you get your act
together and communicate to the
students instead of going to your
buddies next door or down the
hall in your frat? Who knows,
maybe next time you need
someone to fill a position you can
call on the —ghost of ATO."
Fraternally,
Kurt G. Anderson
reader's opinion
The Campus encourages letters from
readers. To be published, letters must be
signed and include an address. Names will
be withheld only in special circumstances.
Brief letters are advised and all are
subject to editing for grammar, good taste
and available space.
Animal mentality
To the Editor:
It saddens me to find that the
mentality of some of the brothers
of Tau Kappa Epsilon (TKE) is at
the same level as those who chose
to follow Rev. Jim Jones to their
deaths rather than think for
themselves. Evidently the mem-
bers of the People's Temple
followed for a cause.
However, I've yet to discover
what would motivate a number of
these "gentlemen" to follow the
lead of one brother in hanging out
windows eliciting "oohs and
aahs" as I walked by. I must
admit, one brother showed some
amazing creativity as he threw in
a number of vulgar, debasing
remarks.
This experience upset and
humiliated me so that I walked
the rest of the way home feeling
sub-human and demoralized.
I was still upset when I ran into
a small group of TKE brothers
and asked them why such a thing
had happened. Their response
was that it should not have
bothered me because it happens
to any girl who walks by TKE. In
their words —"You shouldn't let
that bother you—they are ani-
mals."
My question remains: Does the
fact that the brothers of TKE "are
animals" moralize their abuse of
me and any woman forced to walk
by Tau Kappa Epsilon?
Nancy Kurt
Orono
Scholarship fair
To the Editor:
Students at UMO will be
looking for those last minute
Christmas gifts for parents.
friends or special relatives and
can look forward to coming to the
Classified Employees Scholarship
Fair on Dec. 9, 1978, in the Damn
Yankee Room, Memorial Union,
from 9 a.m. through 3 p.m.
Stephen King will be on hand
to autograph his latest book along
with his other best sellers. He will
be in the Damn Yankee Room
from Ito 3 p.m. The Maine Bear
will guide you to Santa Claus, or
even better, for the older student,
a chat with one of UMO's
administrators who plan to be on
hand in our "Informal Corner."
All money goes into the scho-
larship fund to assist children or
grandchildren of classified em-
ployees to attend UMO or any
other campus within the system.
If you are not familiar with
classified employees, they are
those people who greet you when
you enter your dorm, clean up
after you. serve you in the
cafeterias and dining areas
throughout the campus. assist
you on the telephone and in all
offices on campus. They contri-
bute to your marathon dances,
grapefruit/orange sale, sporting
events, just about everything that
the students organize. How about
coming out on Dec. 9 and letting
all the classified employees know
you care about us, too!
Thank you.
Cathy Schoenberg, treasurer
UMO Classified Employees
Scholarship Fund
-Commentary  
 Danno Hynes
All-Sports Pass totally worthless
UMO students are being taken advantage of, and it
is high time the students realized this and high time
for the University administrators to take some steps to
correct this injustice.
Each fall, thousands of students fork over $30 to
purchase an All-Sports Pass that will supposedly
enable them to attend a number of UMO home
athletic events. Among these are varsity hockey
games and varsity basketball games. This year is a
prime example of just how little the sports pass
delivers compared to what it promises.
When the UMO hockey team plays a game in
Alfond Arena, hundreds of sports pass-bearing UMO
students are turned away at the door or are
discouraged about even trying to attend the game
because they know that there will not be room for
them.
Why is there so little room inAlfond Arena for UMO
students to watch their hockey team? Is it because the
arena was not built large enough?
No, it is because the University has set aside
approximately 860 seats to be sold as reserved season
seats. These season tickets are purchased primarily, if
not entirely, by non-students, for a few dollars more
than what a student pays for this sports pass.
Who is the hockey team for, the UMO students who
purchase a sports pass in the hopes of seeing their
team? Or is it for those people who can afford to
reserve the best seats in the house? Evidently the
University thinks the team is for anyone who wants to
pay top dollar to see them play.
Another example is the UMO basketball team. This
year the team will be playing one of the biggest games
in UMO history. The team will be making its bid for
national recognition when they host former national
champion Marquette on Jan. 5.
Although a scheduled home game, the contest will
be played at the Civic Center in Portland, probably for
reasons of conveience, as well as the fact that the
Civic Center has a larger seating capacity than the
"Pit." Nevertheless, any UMO student who
purchased a Sports Pass at the beginning of the year
would expect to be able to use the sports pass to get
into this home game.
But no. The sports pass is totally worthless. Tickets
are on sale to everyone for a starting price of $4.50,
Even though UMO students can't use their sports
passes to get into the game, the high school, whose
teams will be playing the preliminary games. have
supposedly been given a substantial number of tickets
to be sold to their students at a considerably lower
price!
guess President Neville and the rest of the boys
think that we can easily afford the high-priced seats.
What's the story here? Are sports becoming a big
time business right here in our own backyard? We pay
$30 for an All-Sports Pass to see our teams play, only
to find out someone who is willing to pay the higher
price will get to see our teams play before we, the
students, do.
This double standard is outrageous. The All-Sports
Pass should be abolished now while we still have a
few fond memories of it, or this unfair practice should
be stopped.
At any rate, there is not room for both policies at
UMO.
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Fraternity Board discusses 24-hour study room
by Barbara Dorsey
The possibility of having a 24-hour study
room on campus is being examined by the
University of Maine Fraternity Board.
Dean Waring. chairman of the UMFB
committee researching the matter, said he
believes there is a "definite need" for such
a room, as many students wish to "cram
and book it all night this time of year," and
they have no place to go.
*•By general nature, people leave things
to the last minute," Waring said, "and
there are no seats available at the library
now from 6 to 10 p.m."
The idea was originally initiated to help
raise fraternity members' grade point
average, Waring said, but the study room
would be open to all UMO students.
Tau Epsilon Phi has the highest
fraternity GPA, with a 2.88. Waring said,
but the overall GPA for undergraduate
fraternity members is 2.52.
The general GPA for all the academic
programs on campus was 2.65 last spring.
according to the Registrar's records.
Students in education received the highest
GPA with 2.86, and technology majors in
Life Science and Agriculture received the
lowest, 2.3.
Thomas D. Aceto. vice president of
Student Affairs, said he would like to see
some student brainstorming on the sub-
ject, to see how the students feel about it,
and also look at the residence halls to see if
it would be possible to improve study
conditions there.
"But some students have to go
some place to study," Aceto said, "and for
them, perhaps. we need to find a place."
James C. MacCampbell, director of
.libraries, said it would be impossible to
keep one room open all night at Fogler
Library.
"I've racked my brain trying to think of a
possibility," he said, "but there isn't
one."
MacCampbell suggested having a 24-
hour study room in the dining commons as
an alternative.
Publications to provide more coverage
by Nancy McCallum
A newspaper has recently started up on
the BCC campus. and another may soon
follow at UMO.
The student paper at BCC has published
three issues, and plans are being formulat-
ed this week for a women's paper at UMO.
The BCC publication, the Not So Maine
Campus, has had "a good response," said
managing editor Enid Logan. "Everyone's
pretty enthusiastic about it." she said.
"We have a circulation of 500 and we're
trying to increase it to 750."
Logan said UMO's Maine Campus,
"didn't adequately cover BCC." She said
the new paper covers everything from
"new clubs to student government."
There haven't been any problems
producing the paper. Logan said, but
added, "It would be easier if we had more
people working on it. We're going out
looking for help."
The paper, published twice a month, is
funded by the BCC student government.
At UMO, women on campus are working
to put together a women's paper. Ellen
Weissman, coordinator of women's ser-
vices and programs at UMO. is leading the
effort.
She said the paper would deal mainly
with women's issues.
"It's also a chance for women to express
themselves. It would include prose and
poetry. and not just current events." She
said the paper would encourage men to
submit articles involved with women's
issues.
"We're in a continuous process of
collecting articles, and we're looking for
people to write," she said.
The paper will be funded with money
from the women's center, Weissman said.
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Balen tine
resident
assaulted
A Balentine Hall resident was
assaulted by a male Sunday night as
she walked from the village apart-
ments toward campus along College
Avenue.
The woman, whose name has been
withheld, told police she was
grabbed while trying to hide from
another vehicle, which had just gone
past blowing its horn and appearing
to slow down.
Police reports said she crossed the
road when the car passed and hid
behind a tree. As she started coming
back out to the road, she was
assaulted.
There are no suspects.
In other police activity, an Orono
man was assaulted early Friday
morning by four males near Lord
Hall. Dan Plaistec of 37 Mill Street,
Orono, who received facial cuts and
bruises, claimed not to know who the
assailants were or why he was
attacked.
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Rape called a campus problem
by Barbara Dorsey
While rape may not be prevalent at
UMO, it is a very real problem, according
to Terry A. Burgess, Department of Police
and Safety detective.
There have been no reported rapes or
sexual assaults this year, but Burgess has
learned of four unreported rapes last year
from "pretty reliable sources." Burgess,
the police rape investigation team mem-
ber, spoke Sunday night at Stodder Hall in
a rape information session.
The UMO police receive two or three
calls weekly from someone claiming she
has been raped. Burgess said, but these
usually turn out to be false reports, when
someone "gets tanked up."
True victims of rape will often refuse to
report the incident because of peer
pressure, shame or humiliation, Burgess
said.
Burgess pointed out that of the 45
women in Penobscot County who called the
Bangor Rape Crisis Center in 1976-77, only
three notified the police.
Seventy percent of all rape victims know
the rapist. Burgess said, and these are the
Fraternities seek exemption
by Enid Logan
While University officials contend that
state inspectors are cracking down and
enforcing the 20-year-old drinking age law
on campus, the Fraternity Board is
attempting to have a bill sponsored that
would allow fraternities to sell liquor
without a liquor license, said the board's
president this week.
"We've been thinking about this for a
long time," said John Powers.
The Fraternity Board has approached
several legislators asking them to sponsor
the bill, he said. but "they don't want
anything to do with it."
The board has not directly applied for a
liquor license.
"From what I've been told by admin-
istrators and those involved, the liquor
laws are too complex the way they stand,"
said Powers. "It is impossible for
fraternities to comply with them."
The fee fraternities would have to pay,
along with the regulations that mus be
followed in order for the fraternities to be
granted a license, would give fraternities a
"limited license" at a cost of $2.000 and
"it wouldn't be worth it," said Powers.
Under the state liquor laws, certain
regulations must be met. One of them is
the location of bathrooms.
"There has to be a certain number on
each floor, fraternity houses are not set up
to adequately comply with these regula-
tions," said Powers.
"We would still not be able to sell to
minors, and it would also open us up to
inspections by the state," said Powers.
• Mat Tillson. of the state liquor commis-
sion, said. "To the best of my knowledge,
no fraternity has ever applied for a liquor
license.
"I don't know if they qualify for a license
or if a special piece of legislation is even
needed for the fraternities," Tillson said.
"I don't think we'll get any piece of
legislation to pass if there is a sponsor for
the bill," said Powers. "Many of the local
businesses would be affected by such a law
and the legislators' constituents would not
like this, but we're going to keep trying."
Campus police were noncommital on the
issue.
"If the state Legislature says they can
sell liquor without a license, they they
can." said one officer. "We are here
strictly to enforce the law."
Auditions for
20th Century Music Ensemble
Dec. 7
Voice, Piano, Bass(Acoustic 8. Electric'.
Guitar, Drums
Dee. 12. 3-1p.m.
Woodwinds, Horns
Dee, 14. 2-4p.m.
Saxophones, Trombones, Trumpets
luflIto.sus 11111 take place in
lord Hall, Rm. 2211,
Rehearsal Hall.
.tiign up sheets and audition forms
are nrailuhle in lath',
or Lord Hall, Whigle Dept.
rapes that often go unreported on a college
campus.
Victims may also fear they'll have to go
through a grueling embarrassing and
ultimately worthless trial, as shown in
movies. Burgess said. Yet /35 percent of all
rape cases in Maine end with the rapist's
conviction, he said.
To prosecute a rape, the victim must
prove force, penetration and lack of
consent, Burgess explained, and lack of
consent is most difficult to prove.
When the woman is unconscious, for
example, it could be impossible to say
whether she gave her consent, he said. The
burden of proof is on the victim, Burgess
said, and if it's just her word against her
alleged rapist's there can be no conviction.
Burgess said it is important for the
victim to notify the police as soon as
possible—to help protect other women
from the rapist, as well as to help the
victim herself. Since the life span of male
sperm is only about four hours, and the
victim must go to a hospital to have the
necessary tests taken to prove penetration.
the victim should call police as quickly as
possible. he said.
"Statistics say a person who rapes
successfully once will rape again" Burgess
said.
When approached by a rapist, a woman
should yell, struggle and run. Burgess
advised. She should not spend time trying
to reason with him, he added.
Women on campus can minimize the
chances for rape by avoiding hitchiking and
walking alone after dark and by locking
dormitory rooms while sleeping and seeing
that dorm entrances are not propped open
at night by students trying to avoid the
security card system.
Burgess said he's like to see night
watchmen returned to dorms, as this would
help prevent strangers from being let into
the dorm.
"Concerned people need to take
charge," he said.
Burgess said a woman student should
leave her room if a strange man enters.
rather than stay and argue with him.
"Once he's in, you'll have a helluva time
getting him out." he said.
custom-made rings
$ 95 save '25sale
On sale arc Our men's
traditional Siladiuml rings and
selected ysomen's 10-karat
gold rings. These rings are custom-
made indis 'dually for you. They are an
exceptional buy at the price of $59.05. You get your
,hou.c of mans custom features. Come see them today.
THE ARTORVED REPRESENTATIVE h...t.pcos.ceo. al college rings Ask to sot, moo,
Date Dec. 6,7,8 place Outside Bears Den 9:30-3;30
o.f..0 -.guyed Ask about Wow charm or v.'. *Sionngts say skytthe 000t sky* to sty* ARTOROUECVEDlGS
3 days only!
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Hancock Hall resident
wins trip to Bermuda
yr.„fis..;
Jeff Atkins
For one Hancock Hall resident.
last Saturday night's semi-formal
was more than a good time. The
winner of a midnight ticket drawing.
Jeff Atkins will be Bermuda-bound
Feb. 2 for four days and three nights.
"I was a little bit surprised," he
said. He will be able to take another
person along but said he isn't sure
yet who will accompany him.
Paul Johnston, co-president of
Hancock. said money that had
originally been alloted for a band for
the annual semi-formal was used to
fund the trip.
"We got a couple d.j.'s for
music," he said. Ticket sales also
helped defray part of the cost of the
trip, he added.
The dance attended by nearly 100
couples, was held at the Bangor
Community Center and included a
catered buffet dinner.
PIRG seeks repeal of sales tax
on textbooks, may save $150,000
Enid Logan
A measure that could save students as
much as $150,000 each year will be brought
before the 109th session of the Maine
Legislature. says Rob Burgess. a Maine
Public Interest Research Group spokes-
man.
Burgess said PIRG's current campaign is
the repeal of the State Sales tax on
textbooks.
Maine PIRG is a student funded and
directed, non-profit Maine corporation.
which works on general consumer and
public interest problems. Conceived by
consumer activist Ralph Nader, the Public
Interest Research Group works to apply
student's educational experiences to seek
solutions to real life problems.
"Present tax reform discussion centers
around tax breaks on property and
income," said Burgess. —things which
students rarely have much of.••
"With a projected state revenue surplus
of $20 million, for the second straight year.
this measure will not hurt the state
revenues." Burgess said. "and could be of
significant benefit to Maine's students."
"To offer financial aid, and then to tax
textbooks, seems to be giving with one
hand and taking with the other." Burgess
said. Further justification for repeal of the
Maine tax, he said, stems from the fact
that taxing textbooks is directly at odds
with the State's avowed policy of aiding
college-level students.
"As the sales tax issue illustrates, we
are sensitive to student issues, and we
know how to get things done with the
Legislature." said Burgess.
Burgess pointed out that Massachusetts
and Rhode Island already exempt text-
books from the sales tax.
PIRG will be asking student government
organizations around the state to endorse
the repeal of the textbook sales tax and to
contribute funds to the effort.
"The University of Southern Maine
student senate has really kicked this off by
allocating $540 to the repeal campaign. We
hope other sndent-governments will follow
suit." Burgess said.
PIRG is also looking for student
volunteers on each campus around the
state. Burgess said students are needed to
help with research, campus organizing and
the lobbying effort to repeal the tax.
OLD TOWN 4\
BODY SHOP
Body & Fender RepairiNg
Painting & Welding
Gas, Oil & Auto Accessories
324 N. Main
Old Town, Maine
HOWARD STURGEON, PROP.
24 00
RANDYS LEATHER
Handcrafted leather,
silver and gold jewelry
See us for unique
Christmas gifts
at the new Bangor Mall
Merger to benefit majors,
says journalism chairman
by George Burdick
For reasons of —content similarity" and
"commonality of interest,— the broadcast-
ing and journalism departments have
recently merged.
The merger was approved by President
Howard R. Neville in November.
Arthur 0. Guesman. chairman of the
journalism department said the merger
requires revision in both existing pro-
grams, several new courses and an
"entirely new" course designation and
numbering system.
Another change, Guesman said, is the
addition of a fourth sequence in the
journalism program. The sequence. called
broadcast program and management, will
round out the present journalism program,
which consists of a news-editorial, adver-
tising and broadcasting news sequence.
Broadcasting instructor Bill Legere said
the changes will not affect present
broadcasting and journalism majors.
"None of the changes will affect
anybody who is currently a major," he
said. "It will only effect people coming to
the University."
Guesman said, "The structures of the
current broadcasting and journalism de-
partments will continue through the spring
semester. But the merger becomes effec-
tive immediately."
The changes caused by the merger will
benefit broadcasting and journalism stu-
dents in several ways, he said.
"Next year everyone will be in the same
department. and there will be increased
accessibility for courses in both depart-
ments. It makes for a stronger overall
program, because the total resources of
both departments will be put together into
one general program," Guesman said.
"It offers all kinds of opportunities and
alternatives for majors in each program,"
he said. "It should enhance the reputation
of both departments."
Brooks W. Hamilton, professor of
journalism, said the combination of the
departments will cause "location
changes." He said one of these changes
will be the repostioning of the radio
station.
"It is kind of up in the air where the
radio station will be." Hamilton said.
Gordon A. Haaland. dean of arts and
Sciences, said the merger has been
discussed "on and off" at the University
for many years."
Haaland said officials started thinking
about the merger after Saul Scher. the
former division head of the broadcasting
department. resigned.
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THE PROGRAMMING FESTIVAL
IS COMING YOUR WAY FEB. 3
An all day event of workshops and entertainment for
the student involved in campus organizations. Make a
contribution to your organization by attending
WORKSHOPS ON:
-Effecting change through your organization 
-Finances
-Motivating volunteers, recruiting members into your
organization 
-Publicity 
-graphics, promotional methods
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Student practices taxidermy, prefers birds
by Scott Austin
Taxidermy, the art of preparing, stuffing
and mounting animal skins, is an art
practiced by relatively few people today,
but Jack Bolster, a UMO senior parks and
recreation major, is one of those few.
"A well mounted bird, well cared for,
will last 100 years, but the very fragile skin
often cracks," Bolster said.
"The process involved in mounting a
bird begins with the skinning. The body
and head are skinned separately because
the body skin cannot be pulled over the
Jack Bolster and some of his stuffed friends [photo by Phil Lambert].
Bolster has been practicing taxidermy
for eight years. He learned it through the
Northwest School of Taxidermy, a mail-
order school that cost him just $12. "They
teach you how to do every type of animal."
he said.
Bolster has done mammals but prefers
birds. He said it takes him about two or
three hours to complete one bird.
"Anybody can learn the skinning and
molding. but it's a skill to make the birds
look real. It can only be obtained by
observing these birds in the wild," Bolster
said.
He charges $35 for ducks. $30 for
Pheasants and $25 for woodcock and
partridge.
Group to perform
The Oratorio Society, directed by Dennis
Cox, will present a program of choral music
on Saturday, Dec. 9. at 7:30 p.m. in the
United Methodist Church of Orono.
The Oratorio Society, which is composed
of University students and people from the
Orono area, will sing selections by
Rachmaninoff, Bach, Haydn, Britten and
Handel. The group will be accompanied by
Clayton Smith, piano, a music major from
Bangor.
There is no admission charge and the
public is welcome.
bird's head. The wing bones from the
elbow down, the leg bones from the knee
down and the skull are retained with the
skin," Bolster said.
The skin must be preserved from
damage from worms and fungi by
spreading calorax on the skin. Bolster said.
"Any number of chemicals can be used for
this, even Clorox II," he said.
The next step is to form the body shape
of the bird. This is done by rolling up
excelsior, a shredded wood product once
widely used in shipping. Bolster said the
excelsior should be balled up tight and tied
with string to form the body shape. Then
wires are run through the excelsior for
added support. One wire runs from the feet
to head and one from wing to wing if a
flying pose is desired.
THE
MEWS
toom(Professional Hair $tMing
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You
can live in a new land speak a new language and be adopted by a new 
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in your own
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If you want to do something really important consider the 
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VISTA because you CAN make all the difference in the world
To find out more about the opportunities awaiting you in the PEACE 
CORPS
or VISTA. write to: Talk with Repreeentalivea
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December 11-13
Placement Off ice, Wingate
We'll shoes you how to use that diploma
Bolster then shellacks the feet and bill,
which helps prevent fading. Bolster said he
shys from painting these parts because
"the paint looks artificial unless you're a
skilled artist. which I'm not."
Bolster offered some tips for anyone
desiring to have a bird mounted. "First, to
keep the bird's feathers as free of blood as
possible. a tissue should be pushed down
its throat. The whole bird should then be
put in a plastic bag and frozen until a
taxidermist can be found."
Bolster said he has mounted only one
deer head, because he lacks some of the
necessary tools and the time to get that
deeply involved.
"I just enjoy doing taxidermy as a
hobby, and I especially enjoy doing birds."
he said.
Bolster said a state law prevents
taxidermists from shooting a bird them-
selves and selling it after it has been
mounted. "The creature, whatever it is,
must be brought to me for mounting." he
said.
Bolster said a license, which can be
obtained from a game warden, is also
required by law.
•••• 
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Time Out Restaurant
Invites You to Come and Enjoy Our
fabulous pizza and sandwiches
• giant television screen
• old movies
• David Ingraham-entertainer and folk singer
- our special functions room at no cost
CASH PRIZES!!!
With the purchase of a pizza you are
eligible for a cash prize
1st prize $79.00
2nd prize $19.79
To be drawn January 1, 1979
i
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open: weekdays until midnite
Friday and Saturday until 3am
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street from Pepino's free parking.
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'Better' students leaving state
to avoid housing problem
by Barbara Dorsey
Some of the "better" high school
graduates appear to be leaving the state or
attending private colleges to avoid the
housing problem here at UMO, said
Thomas D. Aceto, vice president of
Student Affairs.
'I've talked to high school guidance
counselors both in this area and in
Aroostook County asking 'What do you
hear about the University?' and a common
reply was that we're losing some of the
better, more serious students due to
housing freshmen in triples or at BCC,"
Aceto said.
James A. Harmon, director of Admis-
sions, agreed with Aceto but said "I don't
know how to prove it."
'Neither Harmon nor Aceto feel the
University is being hurt financially on the
housing issue, however, as the number of
students admitted each year has not
diminished. It's a question of quality, not
quantity, Aceto said.
The number of students going out of
state for their higher education did
increase somewhat in the 1976-77 school
year. said Ray Cook of the Maine
Department of Educational and Cultural
Services, "but not a significant amount."
In 1977. Cook said, 42.7 percent of the
seniors in the state went on to higher
education-537 went to junior colleges, 170
of which were out of state; and 1,605
attended vocational-technical institutes,
210 out of state.
"Therefore," Cook said. "only about
one-third of the students left the state,
which is about usual."
A random survey of guidance counselors
throughout the state revealed that perhaps
there is not a problem after all.
Ben Chandler, of Portland High School,
said it was news to him if students were
discouraged over housing problems at
UMO. His students are definitely not
"negative" toward the Orono campus
because of it, nor are any others in his
area, he said.
Howard Brasehak, of Cony High School
in Augusta, said, "Well, I'd say there is a
little bit of it (negative feeling toward
UMaine resulting in students going out of
state) but not very much. Not to any great
degree at all."
Winifred Crocker, Bangor High School,
said she hadn't heard of any students
rejecting UMO because of the housing
situation. "I don't know if they are aware
of it."
James McNamera, of Orono High School
said he's gotten some negative feedback
from his students, but he said he doubts
any students will go out-of-state because of
UMO's housing problem. About a quarter
of the 1977 graduates are now attending
UMO, he said.
David Driscoll. Calais High School, said
he hadn't heard anything but a "positive
attitude" from his students regarding
UMaine.
Perley Dean. of Presque Isle High
School, said, in the last two years fewer
students from his high school were going to
UMO, but he was not sure whether the
housing situation was the reason. "The
students are talking about it." he said,
"and they aren't too excited about possibly
living in a triple."
Ronald Willette, Fort Fairfield High
School, said, "I haven't heard a single
senior say anything about a housing
problem at Orono."
annemesentreatnemense
64"Tfir"NyEl,
+ FRIDAY NITE
SURF & TURF
BUFFET
i 00 Lb. leg of ROAST BEEF cut to order,
Seafood Newburg, Shrimp Egg Rolls,
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University Farms provide
eggs, milk for
by Craig Peters
All of the whole milk and some of the
eggs consumed in the UMO dining
commons are produced at UMO's own
University Farms, according to Herbert A.
"Spike" Leonard, manager of the farms.
The myth that the taste of milk served at
the dining commons changes as the cows'
diets do isn't true, Leonard said.
The milk, more than 399,000 liters
(105,000 gallons) last year, is produced by
the University's 100 lactating dairy cows
and "is of a uniform taste and quality,"
said Leonard. "The taste might change if
the cows are allowed to graze outdoors
where their feeding couldn't be regulat-
ed."
Because all of the University's more than
220 cows are raised indoors, their feed and
environment are carefully controlled and
monitored. All the feed is gathered during
a few months at end of the summer,
Leonard said.
All the milk produced is processed at the
farm, undergoing clarification to remove
foreign matter, pasteurization to kill any
pathogenic bacteria that may be present
and finally homogenization to evenly mix
the fat in the milk, preventing the cream
from rising to the top. The milk is then
placed in 23 liters (six gallon) bags inside
plastic cases and delivered to the various
dining commons.
The University buys the milk at a price
set monthly by the Maine Milk Comm-
ission, according to Leonard. The Univer-
sity food buyers also purchases chocolate
and skim milk on a yearly bid basis from
local dairys. Last year more than 304,000
liters (80,000 gallons) of chocolate and
skim were consumed in the dining
commons, according to Marianne Gardner,
the University's food buyer.
The University Farms supplied more
than 600.000 eggs to the dining commons
last year. Leonard said. There are between
3,000 and 5,000 laying hens in the houses
on campus and at the farm. "We're at a
cafeterias
11
low ebb now because an experiment just
terminated." said Leonard. "We just put
some new young birds in the houses, and
they should be laying in about two weeks.••
"On an average day, the hens might lay
aproximately 2400 eggs," said Leonard.
The University buys these eggs at the daily
wholesale rate of the Boston Produce
Market, according to Gardner.
Because the cows and hens produce
year-round, their products must be sold to
area brokers during school vacations. More
than 228,000 liters (60,000 gallons) of milk
and 150,000 eggs were sold to wholesale
markets last summer. Leonard said.
Ongoing research at the farm
studies of such variables as
regimes, environment and water
includes
feeding
intake.
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Harris puts on a show, Bears win third
by Greg Betts
"Rufus Harris is the best damn player in New
England. •
—Co-captain Roger Lapham
The question is no longer whether Rufus Harris is one
of the premier basketball players in New England. but
rather, will he be chosen an All-American. The Black
Bear super star put on an incredible second half display
Saturday afternoon to almost single-handedly defeat
Boston University. 72-63. before a larger than usual
crowd at the Case Center.
After suffering through a first half that saw him go
only three for 12 from the floor. Harris came out smoking
in the final 20 minutes to hit 10 of 14 field goal attempts.
along with two from the foul line, to finish with a game
high 30 points. Harris was alio murder on the boards as
he cleared the glass for 10 rebounds, along with blocking
three shots on the day.
-What he (Harris) did out on that court today was just
unbelievable." said coach Skip Chappelle, who was
overjoyed for the second time in less than 24 hours with
his team's performance. "I've never seen a performance
in basketball to compare to what he did. We've got to get
him some recognition by the New England press. and
we'll do it if we keep winning."
At the start of the contest. the Bears looked about as
ragged as one would expect after getting up early to
catch a flight to Boston following the North Carolina A &
T win the night before. Maine was getting burned by
some fancy perimeter shooting as the Terriers ran out in
front by as much as seven. 23-16. with 8:16 left in the
half.
Terrier guard Tom Channel. a bullish performer at
6'2" 210.i was overpowering in that time, scoring 10
points (14 in the first half), mostly on picture perfect
jumpers over the Maine 2-1-2 zone.
BU suddenly cooled off and started to slow it down a
bit about the same time the Black Bear offense started to
roll. With Roger Lapham and Rick Boucher scoring down
low and the Bear defense forcing BU into turnovers.
Maine went out ahead for the first time 26-25 on a
Boucher layup at the 4:31 mark. The Bear defense
continued to deny the Terriers any decent shots with the
half ending 34-31 in Maine's favor.
"It was a difficult thing to do," said Lapham
concerning how the Bears continued to turn it on through
out the game. -We got tired in spurts but made up for it
in other spurts. We beat them tonight by playing smart
basketball. We knew we couldn't run with them aftsr. last
Up for grabs
night's game. so we made them play our game. We
controlled the tempo, and our good defense took them
out of the game. Then when the going got tough. Rufus
did it all."
The second half could have been labeled "The Rufus
Harris Variety Show." as the junior phenom did about
every trick possible on the court. BU did cut the
lead to 42-41 five minutes into the period, but they never
challenged after that point. In one stretch. Harris scored
12 of Maine's 14 points putting Maine up 62-49.
Harris was able to get the ball again and again, thanks
to the efforts of Bob McLaughlin and sophomore Gary
Speed out front. Speed was a pleasant surprise in his
most impressive outing yet, as he moved the ball
flawlessly on offense and helped make the BU guards
cough up the ball in the late going.
Clay Gunn also came up with his second outstanding
game off the bench, as the freshman forward, along with
Kevin Nelson. intimidated 6'9" center Wally West under
the basket and held the Terrier big man to just two
points. Maine rebounders also rose to the occasion.
grabbing only one less than the taller BU frontline.
1
11141111)4.1406
4 '
Rufus Harris
Surprisingly it was the Terriers who were dragging
their tails down the stretch after having four days to
prepare for the game, compared to less than 24 hours for
Maine. Maine (and sometimes Harris) simply out-
jumped. outran and outplayed the home club, looking
almost too good to be true.
Black Bear center Kevin Nelson doing the dirty
work under the basket. Nelson was awesome with
21 points and 11 rebounds in Maine's 72-57 win
over N. C. A. & T (photo by Bill Mason J.
The Terriers shot poorly all night long (39 percent) and
got little out of anybody except Channel (one of New
England's finest) and 6'8" forward Steve Wright, who
ended with 22, tops for BU.
"We were going to press because we thought Maine
woud be weak from the night before." said Terrier head
coach Rich Pitino. "but it just didn't work for us in the
second half."
"We got nothing out of two starters tonight," said
Pitino, referring to the poor showings of Wally West and
highly publicized freshman John Teague out of Indiana,
who matched West's output with two points.
"This is quite a letdown after winning our opener over
St. Peters (75-71)." said Pitino. The former assistant for
Syracuse University, who took over the helms at BU this
fall, said the Black Bears may be one of the top teams in
New England this year.
"Maine can compete with anybody, and it's a shame
Harris doesn't get more publicity, because there's not a
better player in New England." Pitino said.
Harris and his teammates will go for a little more of
that precious "recognition" this Friday night at
Memorial Gymnasium. when Division II Towson State
out of Maryland goes against the Black Bears, now 3-1 on
the year.
Maine(72) FGA
Harris 26
Lapham 9
McLaughlin 12
Nelson 9
Boucher 4
Speed 2
Gunn 0
Totals 62
Boston University(63)
FGA
Wright 18
Channel 17
Teague 5
West 5
Wail 6
Consor 8
Floyd 10
Martin 0
Floyd 10
Totals 69
FGM FTA FTM TP
13 5 4 30
3 6 6 12
4 2 2 10
4 3 2 10
3 3 2 8
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
28 19 16 72
FGM FTA FTm TP
10 3 2 22
8 2 2 18
0 2 2 2
1 0 0 2
1 2 2 4
4 0 0 8
3 4 1 8
0 o o o
3 4 1 8
27 ,3 9 63
Haittime Maine 34, BU 31
Nelson bounces back
in rout over A & T
by Greg Betts
Kevin Nelson rebounded from two poor
outings to play a dominating role on both
ends of the court in pacing the Maine Black
Bears to a surprisingly 72-57 victory over
highly touted North Carolina A & T before
a frenzied crowd in Memorial Gymnasium
Friday night.
Just when the Bears needed Nelson the
most. the Black Bear co-captain turned his
game around against a huge frontline that
averaged over 6' 8" in height. Maine's
senior center used his strength and great
mobility to wheel down the lane for easy
two pointers all night long. Nelson finished
the night with 21 points, his most
substantial offensive contribution to the
team this year, along with claiming game
honors in rebounding with 11.
"Kevin was super tonight," said coach
Skip Chappelle. -He swept the boards
giving them (A & T) only one shot at the
basket, along with being a key on defense.
He went straight at them, and it paid off for
him."
Nelson was obviously pleased with his
success on the evening and said it was the
mental factor in his game that did the trick.
"It was concentration and intensity in
my play that got me going," said Nelson.
But probably the biggest factor in the
Bears outcome was the extraordinary
crowd that roared from beginning to end,
nearly bringing the house down.
You've got to rise to the occasion with
that student body behind you," said
Chappelle. "Peter (Gavett) and I are a little
past prime, but we could have gone out
there and played tonight."
Maine came out and played well from
the start, something they had failed to do
in their first two games. I ne score w a. situ
eight times in the first 10 minutes of play
before the Bears grabbed the lead for 18-16
on a Rufus Harris two pointer off a missed
foul shot with 8:45 in the half.
Harris was brilliant once again as he
captured game scoring honors with 26
points just before intermission. But A & T
momentarily broke out of their slump to
run off eight quick points in cutting the
lead to 32-28 at the break.
The virtual shutting down of the Aggie's
All-American candidate James Sparrow
and sharpshooting 6' 9" forward L.J.
Pipkin to two points apiece was the key.
The Aggies shot a miserable 32 percent
from the floor, versus a red hot 59 percent
for Maine.
The Bears never looked back the rest of
the way. as they played their finest ball of
the young season. A very effective 2-1-2
zone denied the Aggies anything in close.
while Maine started to run their fast break
offense in perfection. A & T was
humiliated the resat of the half as Nelson
took control of the game, tossing in a dozen
points in less than nine minutes to make it
55-34.
North Carolina was in for their second
blow out in three nights (They lost to
Syracuse, 102-77, Wednesday.). as Roger
Lapham's foul shot with 7:50 gave Maine
its biggest edge, 60-38. and it was a
laugher the rest of the way.
Bobby McLaughlin was the other Black
Bear in double figures, along with Harris
and Nelson, as he canned 10 points. Harold
Royster, a promising sophomore forward.
led At & T with 16. Sparrow finished the
night with four points (1-13 from the floor),
in one of his poorest performances at A &
T.
Com
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Conn, Hughes power Maine to upset of Holy Cross
by Stacey Viles
Visions of playoffs must be dancing in a
few heads as another important division II
team fell dramatically to the mighty hands
of the Black Bears hockey team last
Saturday.
UMO defeated the Holy Cross Crusaders
6-4 in an electrifying game at the Alfond
Arena in what head coach Jack Semler
described as his most satisfying win.
"It's right up there with Lowell," said
Semler referring to Maine's upset win over
An All-American boy
Lowell two weeks ago. "It's the biggest
because we came from behind."
The Bears were down 2-1 after the first
period. The lone goal came early at 3:27
from the team's leading scorer Gary Conn.
Conn had a hattrick on the night, his
second of the year.
"We started off and we weren't playing
well," Semler said. "We were sluggish."
At 18:07 in the second period, slick-skat-
ing center Brian Hughes tied the score at
two, with assists from wingers Paul
Wheeler and Robert Lafleur.
"Brian Hughes had his best game yet,"
said Semler, commenting on the center's
pertormance.
Hughes' second goal on the evening
again tied the score. Holy Cross's Peter
Brennan scored on a quick snap shot at :50
to put them on top. But not for long as
Hughes scored with a wrist shot in front of
the net with assists from Tom LeBlond and
LaFleur. With that shot the capacity crowd
exploded.
Play continued tight through the third as
Maine worked off the Crusaders' power
•
Holy Cross' All-American goalie P.J. Stewart deflects a shot by Maine's Gary
Conn. Conn had a hattrick on the night as the Bears upset Holy Cross 6-4 [photo
by Bill Mason].
play. Jim fortorella in goal made several
crucial saves.
Maine then went on the power play and
really put the pressure on goal tender P.J.
Stewart. But the All-American goalie, who
had a .914 save percentage last season,
hung tough.
At 8:02 freshman left-winger Kent
Lannan tipped it in with assists from John
Tortorella and Kent Lannan to put Maine
on top 5-4.
A power play goal from Conn with an
assist from Hughes put UMO on top to
stay.
Holy Cross went on the power play with
a hooking penalty to Wheeler and at 13:02
senior Mike Pinho scored to set the entire
arena on the edge of its seats for the finale.
Pinho zipped it across after a shot by Bob
Shea hit the post.
With less than a minute to go, Holy
Cross's coach Mike Addesa pulled his
goalie and applied the pressure, but to no
avail.
Conn, on the fast break, scored
unassisted precisely at the final buzzer. He
now has 15 goals on the season.
"It's the happiest time I've ever had m
hockey," said Jim Tortorella who also
received praise form both team's coaches.
"It was a dogfight," said Addesa. "I
think the last 10 minutes was us."
"I take my hat off to Jack Semler," he
said. "Semler's a fine man and a fine
hockey coach."
"The program has come 50 percent," he
added. "The most noticable difference is
their defense. Their line of Conn,
Demianiuk, and Sweeney was outstanding
when they needed the spark."
Addesa also praised the Maine team, the
athletic director Harold Westerman, and
the fans as being "first class."
"We got beat by a team that was a bit
better," was his final comment.
Maine's record now stands at 6-1-1 and
in division II play 4-1.
LIFE & CASUALTY
If you compare,
you'll select
If you don't
compare, don't say
we didn't warn you!
LIndon S. Brown 947-3481
Daniel R. Guereffe 947-7746
Business Hours 8:30 - 4:30
Call: 942-5279
The /Etna College Plan . . .
Life Insurance for students
/Etna Life Insurance Company,
Hartford, Connecticut
•••••••0.am•
• •
Increase your
options from the
As a freshman in college, you
are looking ahead to a foxxl first year.
Your ultimate goal is getting that col-
lege degree.
To make that degree more
meaningful, you should increase p ur
options from the beginning.
(zIcitou can do that through
Army
Army ROTC offers practical
leadership with on-hand adventure
training. You'll get management
experience, which aids in developing
men znd women to shoulder greater
responsibilities at an earlier age than
most other graduates.
You can be part of this excit-
ing curriculum in the first two years.
And there's no obligation. You'll earn
$100 a month for 10 months each of
the 1,1A t s y&ir:1 In Army ROTC.
Upon graduation you'll be
wearing the gold bars of an Army
officer. With the kind of experience
you get in Army ROTC, you're qual-
ified for any career, whether it's mil-
ititry ircivilian.Army ROTC provides
for both —active duty status with a
starting salary of over $12,000 or
Reserve Component/National Guard
Duty while employed in the civilian
°immunity.
Get a good start your freshman
year. Increase your options from the
beginning with Army ROTC.
Army ROTC.
Learn what it takes to lead.
Call
' University of Maine
Orono, Maine 04473
207.581-7237
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Women's records fall in close win over Wildcats
by Mike Roddin
At the University of Maine. turning in an
outstanding track performance isn't the
exception, its the rule. Such was the case
on Saturday when the lad Bears routed
UNH 54.5 to 45.5 in a close contest
between the two arch rivals. Six meet and
six school and field house records fell on
the afternoon.
The lady Bears captured eight out of 12
events in holding off the Wildcat attack.
Half way through the competition, though.
the score stood locked at 24.5 points each.
UNH won only four events but captured
nine second places and three third places
before the afternoon had ended.
With two events to go. UMO's Maureen
Castles captured the long jump with a leap
of 15." to put it away for the Bears. At that
point, head coach Jim Ballinger was able to
take a sigh of reliet
"UNH has improved considerably.We
weren't expecting this close a meet.
Everyone counted for points today. and
everyone gave me their best performances.
That's why we won."
The feature attractions of the day starred
Anne Turbyne. Kathy Kohtala, and the
Skaters
'psyched'
for Colby
by Stacey Viles
"Both teams. Colby and ours, are older
and stronger and have more experience,"
said head hockey coach Jack Semler
indicating that Wednesday's meeting
should be a tough contest.
Well be so psyched for that game,"
said left-wing Bill Demianiuk. "They're
our number one rival. We definitely want
that one badly. All guns will be out for that
one."
"We should beat them bad." said Brian
Hughes. "If we don't, we're in trouble."
Last year, UMO beat Colby two out of
the three meetings. The Black Bears fell to
the Mules, 5-4, at the Downcast Tourna-
ment at the Cumberland County Civic
Center in Portland.
On their losses to the Bears. Colby coach
Mickey Goulet said in a telephone
interviev, "Maine didn't make a mistake.
It isn't that we played badly; Maine played
good hockey.-
"We played almost perfect games,
Semler said of last year's confrontations
with the White Mules. "That's something
we try to do every game. We played
awfully, awfully well. Colby's an impres-
sive team. They work hard and hustle."
Semler noted that last year they beat top
teams such as Salem State and Holy Cross.
A natural rivalry has been developing
between the two teams, not only because of
the geographical closeness, but also
because Colby stepped over Maine into the
eight spot to make the playoffs. They lost
in the quarterfinals against Bowdoin. Their
overall record last year was 9-13-1.
Like Maine. Colby's coach also indicates
the playoffs as the team goal.
Colby's strongest point is their exper-
ience. They have 10 sophomores returning,
along with such notables as Mark Kelley.
whose father is the New England Whaler
general manager Jack Kelley.
"We're optimistic," said Mickey Gou-
let, head coach. of the upcoming game. "I
saw Maine play against Lowell. Maine
played well for two and a half periods, but
for about 10 minutes. they (UMO) almost
lost it."
Starting time for Wednesday's game is
7:30 at Colby's Alfond Arena.
meet's only double winner, Patty Holcomb.
On her final throw. Turbyne hurled the 4
kilo shot 49'10.25", breaking not only the
school record but the meet and field house
record as well.
Warming up to the occasion, middle
distance specialist Kathy Kohtala kicked
out of the last turn past three New
Hampshire runners to capture first place in
the 880 in 2:27.7, setting a new school and
meet record.
In the sprints. Patty Holcomb was
devestating. She broke the tape in both the
60 and the 220 yard dashes and also
anchored the winning 880 yard relay team
for Maine.
Lil Riley, who also had an outstanding
day, set a new standard in the two mile
(11:30) as she outdistanced her closest two
competitors.
UMO's Jody King contributed to the
record breaking when whe sailed over the
bar set a 5' 2.25". establishing a new
school, meet and field house record.
For UNH. the mile real y team of Cope.
Collins. Stuart and Peveglio contributed to
the Wildcat effort with a time of 4:20.8.
Along with this, Letvinchuk set a new
hurdle meet record at 8.8, and Collins
shattered the field house record in the 440.
as she stopped the clock at 59.9.
The women travel to Vermont next
weekend to take on the Catamounts in
Burlington.
Lady hoopsters drop opener at UMass
by Stephen Betts
Sue Peters and Jan Parker combined for
50 points Saturday night to lead the
University of Massachusetts to a 87-58
drubbing of the Lady Bears, in Maine's
season opener.
UMass, shooting a torrid 50 percent
from the floor, staked themselves to a
twelve point half time lead, and continued
with their barrage to pull away in the
second half. The Amherst based team also
capitalized on Maine's sluggish defense to
execute their fast break consistently in the
contest.
"We couldn't stop their baseling
drives." commented Coach Eileen Fox.
"We were having trouble with everything.
Defensively, we were always one step
behind. while on offense we just couldn't
get the ball in the hoop."
Maine was without the services of their
talented senior, Barbara Cummings, who
was out of action due to illness. Without
Cummings. UMass was able to attain a
decided edge in the rebounding departm-
ment. "We definately did not get our share
of rebounds," declared Fox. Along with
Cumming's illness, several other Maine
players were just coming off injuries which
had sidelined them.
Barb Dunham scored 12. while transfer
student Wendy Farrington netted 10 points
for the lackluster Maine offense. Also
having a respectable performance was
Crystal Padziorko. who scored 7, and
hauled down twelve rebounds.
Asked whether she planned to change
anything before their next encounter,
Coach Fox said. "We going to try to correct
our mistakes from Saturday night."
The Bears next will be in action
Thursday night at the "Pit" against BU.
Game time will be 7:30.
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Men's track team demolishes New Hampshire
by Mike Roddin
The men's track team roared into action,
Saturday. winning 12 of 16 events and
sweeping three as the crushed a
bewildered UNH team 98-38 at the UMO
fieldhouse. The tracksters. paced by strong
performances in all events, saw three meet
records fall during the afternoon's activity.
Sparked by exhilarating performances in
the 1000 and 600. Maine simply out ran,
the 1000 and 600. Maine wiped out their
rivals from Durham. Myron Whipskey
The winner
stole the shock in the 100 as he
outdistanced a good field.
Later. freshman star Cameron Bonsey
brought the frenzied crowd to its feet in the
600 as he fought New England champion
John Demuers down to the wire. Demuers
broke the tape first and the meet record as
well (1:12.7).
In the running events, it was Maine all
the way, as the duet of Nick Tupper and
Kevin Dyer pranced to a 1-2 finish in the
440. Likewise, school record holder Jim
UMO's Peter Brigham was the first runner to
pass the finish line in Saturday's mile
competition with a time of 4:16.6 [photo by
Arthur Kettle].
'Choice seats'
given to public
for goodwill
by Charlotte McAtee
The "choice seats" in the Alfond
Arena-860 of them—go to basically
non-student season ticket holders as
a goodwill gesture to the community
people, according to Athletic Direc-
tor Harold Westerman.
"The hockey arena was built by
private funds, and the whole com-
munity—Bangor, Orono, Old Town
—pitched in. We are trying to make
it possible for those people to have a
share. It's the least we can do," said
Westerman.
Regarding the high price of tickets
to the basketball game in Portland,
when Maine faces Marquette. Wes-
terman said. "Technically, that isn't
a 'home game.' I wish it was. It's
simply contracted that we will play in
the Cumberland County Civic Cen-
ter. We have no control over the
I tickey) situation because IN?. are not
conducting it.
"This is the first time we have
been involved in the opportunity-to
play a team like Marquette. They
were going to play to Portland
whether we'd play them or not. It
was a chance to play them and get a
return engagement."
The lowest price for a tickey to the
Marquette-Maine game is $4.50.
Boyle lead teammate John Howland to the
wite in the 880.
Peter Brigham impressed the home town
fans with a strong 4:16.6 mile, as he
soundly defeated UNH's Guy Stearns. The
1-2-3 finish of Maine's distance team of Joe
Schultz. Sam Pelletier and Phil Garland
added nine points to the Black Bear tally as
the trio swept the two-mile run.
In the sprints, Mike Ouellette lead
teammate Ben Reed through the high
hurdles in 7.7. In the 60 yard dash.
Maine's Greg Harrison lost a close decision
to UNH's Frank Keough. as they both hit
the tape at 6.5.
In the field events, the action was much
the same as the combination of Sherrerd-
Reynolds-Castelltine swept the shot putt
for Maine. In the jumping events, victories
were won by Ed Hamm in the long jump
(21'3"), Peter Cumpstone in the high jump
(6'634") and three-stepper Peter Lammi in
the triple jump (44'0").
Doug Hatch captured the individual
honors in the pole vault as he lead
teammates Jim Palo and John Chalmers to
a 1-2-3 sweep of the event.
Maine split the relays with New
Hampshire as the Bears took the 440 event
and the Wildcats took the 880 event.
The one bright spot in an otherwise
dismal day for New Hampshire was the
outstanding throwing performances of
Alex Miller and Lou Porrazzo in the
35-pound hammer throw as these two fine
athletes captured first and second.
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